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"It goes through the air...And so that's a very tricky one... It's also more deadly than
even your strenuous flu."
As I told the Charlotte Observer, Trump's recorded words are appalling. We
should expect honesty from our leaders. Honesty doesn't cause panic, it's what
Americans expect, especially when health and safety are at risk. And Dan Bishop
has been vocal about his support of this lack of response since day one.
Dan Bishop is a healthcare extremist who will play along with Trump's lies for
brownie points. That's not leading for North Carolinians. Will you chip in $20
right now so we can end Trump and Bishop's charade in November?
Dan Bishop, who voted against the overwhelmingly bipartisan Families First
Coronavirus Response Act, has also supported efforts to kick millions off their
insurance, even during a pandemic. He actively opposes Medicaid expansion here
in North Carolina. And he's accepted over $50,000 in campaign contributions from
the insurance industry.
It doesn't have to be this way for NC-09. In Congress, I'll be the representative
who will tell people the truth, who follows science and facts, and who will fight
to expand healthcare coverage and defend the Affordable Care Act.
But making sure that we can have stronger, honest leadership in Congress means
not slowing down between now and Election Day. And we need to power-up our
campaign to have the resources to grow our team and launch our communications
program.
Help us give NC-09 the leadership it deserves. Chip in $20 today to help get
our message out and expose Bishop's record of falling for Trump's lies.
Thank you,
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